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It’s about time.
Stress is an unavoidable part of every day lives. Our days are busily 

packed with the essential tasks that life invariably brings. We work, 

clean, exercise, travel whilst trying to find time for the important 

people in our lives. No matter where we are in life it can seem that 

we are always chasing time. Indeed stress itself has been named the 

health epidemic of the 21st century by the World Health Organization. 

Have we forgotten how to relax? Are we so busy living our lives that 

we have stopped listening to our bodies, telling us to calm down and 

just put our feet up?

At Stressless® we believe in a balanced life, one where you can have 

an active lifestyle, whilst making room for relaxation and calmness. 

A life where you from time to time can just sit down, recharge and 

gather the energy you need to face whatever life throws at you.

IT’S TIME FOR 

Stressless®
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It’s time to 
take a break.
It’s important to create a sanctuary in your home, a place where you 

can forget about all the must-do’s and just be.

Stressless® furniture is designed with your body in mind. That’s why we 

make the most comfortable chairs, sofas and dining chairs in the world. 

Our furniture helps you to sit down and relax in the most comfortable 

way possible.

Stressless® Stella with headrest shown in Paloma Copper/Matt Black.
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Stressless® Tokyo High with footstool 
shown in Lina Aqua Green/Chrome.
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Norwegian quality 
since 1934.
We are Located in a small town in western Norway.

A beautiful place in a fjord surrounded by majestic mountains. 

This scenery is where we find the inspiration to our unique designs. 

Craftsmanship and the love of furniture has been passed through 

generations, making our chairs the most comfortable in the world.
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Designer: Rikke Wold

It’s time for comfort.
We aspire to create furniture with unparalleled comfort. With a highly skilled team of 

designers, engineers and skilled furniture makers we bring a fusion of expertise. Through 

collaboration a design can surpass expectations. Comfort is one thing we never compromise 

on and we promise you’ll appreciate the difference of how a genuine Stressless® feels.

We have a long history of challenging the conventional way of making furniture. 

Understanding the science of comfort and movement whilst seated, has fueled our 

innovative spirt and desire to design the most comfortable, unique furniture in the world. 

The result is the perfect combination of comfort, quality and iconic design.
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Stressless® Peace (M) Classic with footstool
shown in Calido Light Grey/Whitewash.
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With a human touch.
At Stressless® we’ve built on our experience since 1934. Our heritage of furniture making 

combined with innovative production methods ensures the highest levels of quality. 

Robots usually take on repetitive operations. Their strengths lie within the precise 

functions they perform – the same way and every time. But the human touch and skilled 

craftsmanship is of the utmost importance for the delicate details and features that are

tailor-made for you. We select high quality materials and use environmentally friendly

processes to create the ultimate furniture that will last for many years to come.
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The innovators 
of Comfort™

Under the surface of supple leather and 

beautifully soft fabric lies true engineering 

genius. From multifaceted sets of springs 

to foam that contours to your body, every 

feature contained within Stressless® 

furniture is expertly designed to bring 

you an unbeatable feeling whilst seated. 
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RIGHT SIZE MATTERS. Optimal comfort is also about correct size. Most of 

our recliners therefore come in up to three sizes for you to find the perfect fit.

SUPPORT YOUR BACK. Whether you sit up or lie down, the Plus™ System 

provides optimal comfort and support for your head and lumbar region. 

The sleep function is controlled with a simple hand movement, allowing you to 

make those comfortable moments even better.

FIND YOUR BALANCE. with BalanceAdapt™. Subtle rocking motions 

enhance the feeling of total balance. Although subtle, these movements provide 

a fantastic feeling whilst seated.

PUT YOUR FEET UP. Whether you choose a separate footstool or our unique

LegComfort™ system, elevating your legs takes that feeling of comfort to new 

heights. A separate footstool with angle adjustments allows for maximum freedom 

of position according to your body size. The comfortable LegComfort™ system is 

elegantly concealed beneath the seat. A light touch of a button elevates the 

concealed footrest providing the perfect support for your legs.

COMFORT IN ALL POSITIONS. When sitting down, ErgoAdapt™ provides a 

sumptuous sit and total comfort with a seat that automatically adjusts to your 

position and smallest movements. When lying down the sofa adapts and returns 

to the ideal flat position. 

DINE IN COMFORT. Our dining chairs have a flexible seat and back, offering 

a variety of seat positions for increased comfort. This unique comfort allows you 

while away the hours with friends and family in the most delightful way.
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DINING

It’s time to sit 
down together.
The dining area is often the heart of your home.  

A place where you can enjoy the company  of friends 

and family hour after hour. 

Although enjoyable in spirit, these long hours can put 

a strain on your body. Your body’s natural response is 

to move around. Stressless® dining chairs work with 

the body,  not against it. With a flexible seat and back,  

they follow your body’s movements  in a unique way, 

and offer a variety of positions for total comfort. 

With Stressless® dining chairs you you can enjoy a 

long evening in comfort.
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Stressless® Laurel High D300 chair 
shown in Jasmine Dark Grey/Matt Black.

Stressless® Spice sofa 
shown in Grace Dark Grey/Black. 
Stressless® Toscana T100 table

shown in Black.
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Stressless® Laurel High D100 chair 
shown in Calido Light Grey/Walnut.
Stressless®  Madeira T200 Table 
shown in Walnut.
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The unique Stressless® dining chair responds to your body’s movements and automatically adjusts 

the seat and back position, without levers or handles. When you lean forward, the seat angle 

reacts to your movement and immediately reduces the pressure under your legs while supporting 

your back. If you want to completely relax, you can lean back. The seat will slide forward providing 

an open and supremely comfortable sitting position.

The chairs are customisable and come with high or low back options in four seat cushion variants. 

They can all be customised in a myriad of fabrics and leathers. The chairs also have leg options in a 

variety of design in either wood or steel, allowing you to select the design that fits your style and decor.

Stressless® Laurel Low D400 chair 
shown in Ivy Light Grey/Matt Black.
Stressless®  Madeira T100 Table 
shown in Black.
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Stressless® Rosemary High and Low D200 chair 
shown in Dahlia Grey/Whitewash.

Stressless® Lime sofa 
shown in Dahlia Grey/Whitewash. 

Stressless®  Toscana T100 Table 
shown in Whitewash.

DINING
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RECLINERS

It’s time to relax.
We all need some personal space aside from the hustle 

and bustle of everyday life. Simply putting your feet 

up and having some you time has an incredible effect 

on reducing everyday stress and letting you recharge. 

Crafting comfort since 1934 has taught us that comfort 

is a highly personal experience. Many of our recliners 

come in three different sizes, so you can find your 

perfect fit. This bespoke and tailor-made element makes 

Stressless® truly unique. 
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Stressless® Tokyo with adjustable headrest and footstool
shown in Paloma Black/Matt Black.
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Stressless® View (M) Classic LegComfort™

shown in Calido Dark Grey/Wenge.
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Stressless® Wing (M) Signature with footstool
shown in Paloma Black/Black.

RECLINERS

Support your back.
Whether you sit up or lie down, the Plus™ System provides optimal 

comfort and support for your head and lumbar region. The sleep 

function is activated with a simple hand movement to make your 

comfortable moments even better.
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Stressless® Reno (M) Signature 
shown in Lina Beige/Oak.

Stressless® Mayfair (M) Classic with footstool 
shown in Paloma Light Grey/Whitewash.

It’s time for me.
Style and comfort are individual. It’s only natural since 

we all come in different shapes and sizes. Four different 

bases are available for our recliners, Classic, Signature, 

Star and Office Base. Most Classic and Signature chairs 

come in three different sizes.
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Stressless® Mayfair (M) Classic with footstool 
shown in Paloma Light Grey/Whitewash.

Stressless® View (M) Signature with footstool 
shown in Paloma Sand/Whitewash.

RECLINERS
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Stressless® Mayfair (M) Classic LegComfort™ 
shown in Paloma Copper/Oak.
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Put your feet up.
Whether you choose a separate footstool or our unique LegComfort™ system, 

it takes that feeling of comfort to new heights. A separate footstool adjusts 

to your movements for the ultimate comfort. The comfortable LegComfort™ 

system is elegantly concealed beneath the seat. A light touch of a button 

elevates the concealed footrest, providing the perfect support for your legs.
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Stressless® John with footstol shown in Paloma Copper/Chrome.
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Stressless® London with adjustable headrest and footstool 
shown in Paloma Light Grey/Chrome.

RECLINERS
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Stressless® Paris with adjustable headrest and footstool 
shown in Paloma Copper/Chrome.
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Stressless® Paris High back with footstool 
shown in Paloma Copper/Chrome. 
Stressless® Urban table.

Stressless® Paris Low back  
shown in Paloma Copper/Chrome.

RECLINERS

Stressless® star base models are a nod to mid 

century design with three different back options 

– high back, low back and an adjustable headrest. 

The high back models offer all the usual comfort 

features, while the low back versions invite you to 

gather with friends and family. Height adjustable 

designs allows you to increase the length of the 

back by up to 10cm, offering true personal 

comfort contained within iconic good looks. 
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SOFA

It’s time to lean back.
When buying a new sofa, many people will begin with design, colour, 

fabric and size. Aesthetics are important but great design is so much 

more than what meets the eye. Stressless® furniture goes beyond 

the surface. We focus just as much on the functionality and comfort. 

How you sit, how the sofa adjusts to you and the feeling of complete 

well-being. This is what makes the difference between a good seat 

and a fantastic one.  

To all our sofas you will find a complimentary Stressless® recliner to 

make your living room complete.
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Stressless® Stella with headrest and ottoman 
shown in Paloma Copper/Matt Black.
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Stressless® Bella with headrest and ottoman 
shown in Calido Dark Grey/Chrome with 
Table Top Whitewash.
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Take comfort to 
another level.
Lean back, loosen your shoulders and feel how your whole body relaxes. 

Whether reading the paper, entertaining friends or just closing your eyes and 

taking a well-deserved time out, a good sofa will help you appreciate this 

valuable time even more. Enhance the feeling of total balance and subtle 

rocking motions with BalanceAdapt™. These subtle movements really heighten 

the comfort.

The modular sofas Stressless® Stella and Stressless® Bella adapt to both your 

living room and your seating position. The built-in BalanceAdapt™ system 

allows the seat to move with you. Recline, lean forward, lay down, put your feet 

up and feel how the soft and generous seat adapts to your every movement. 

When the occasion calls for just a regular sofa, you can easily lock the function 

to stop the seat from moving.

Stressless® Stella with headrest and footstool shown in Paloma Copper/Matt Black.
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A sumptuous sit. 
The Stressless® Emma sofas with ErgoAdapt™ adds optimum comfort and  increased 

flexibility to your sofa solution. When sitting down, ErgoAdapt™  provides a sumptuous 

sit and total comfort with a seat that automatically adjusts to your position. When 

lying down the sofa adapts and returns to the ideal flat position. Stressless® Emma 

gives you the opportunity to design your own style. Choose between three different 

armrests, two cushion designs and sizes and configurations that fit your home. 

Together with our options in legs and upholstery you have the opportunity to create 

a tailor-made, unique design.

Add even more luxury with the motorised end-modules. With a single finger movement 

you adjust back, seat and integrated leg support to find your favorite position. 

The new motorized end-modules will be available during 2019. 

Stressless® Emma E200 shown in Lina Beige.
Stressless® Tokyo with adjustable headrest shown in Lina Beige/Matt Black.
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Stressless® Emma E350 
shown in Silva Green/Chrome
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Stressless® Arion High 3 Seat with arm A10 
and Stressless® Double Ottoman 
shown in Paloma Rock/Black with Table Top
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Take a seat. 
The Stressless® Arion adjusts to your body the moment you 

take a seat. The patented Plus™- and Glide™ Systems provide 

the perfect seating angle for truly customized support and the 

ultimate individual  comfort. Whether you sit up or lie down, 

the Plus™ System provides optimal comfort and support for 

your head and lumbar region. Available in a three seat sofa, 

two seat and one seat. The Arion collection also comes with a 

choice of high or low back.

Visit stressless.com to see  other Stressless® sofa designs with 

Plus™- and Glide™-systems.
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The Classic. 
With gentle curves, padded arms and a supple seat, Stressless® 

Buckingham offers an invitation to pure relaxation. It has 

individually reclining seats coupled with our patented Stressless® 

Glide™ System, ensuring maximum support for the entire body. 

Visit stressless.com to see other Stressless® sofa designs with 

Plus™- and Glide™-systems.
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Stressless® Buckingham Low 
shown in Paloma Copper/Oak.

SOFA
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Stressless® Aurora shown in Paloma Shadow Blue.
Stressless® Style table.
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Stressless® Aurora 2 seat Power shown in Paloma Copper.
Stressless® Aura (M) Signature shown in Paloma Copper/Wenge.

SOFA

Modern and inviting. 
The Stressless® Aurora sofas with Plus system adds finesse to your 

living room. A modern and sleek design with soft cushioning gives 

Stressless Aurora an inviting and contemporary look. This sofa is 

available as a high back and a low back version with individually 

adjustable seats. Choose between steel or wooden legs in three 

different heights.

Add even more luxury with the motorized end-modules. With a 

single finger movement you adjust back, seat and integrated leg 

support to find your favorite position. 

The new motorized end-modules will be available during 2019. 
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Stressless® Lucy 3 seat shown in Paloma Light grey.
Stressless® Skyline (M) Signature 
shown in Paloma Light Grey/Walnut.

The retro modern Stressless® Lucy adds elegance to its surroundings. A closer 

look will reveal exclusive details like piping on the soft cushioning and elegant 

characteristics on the armrests. Stressless® Lucy is the perfect match for the 

recliners Stressless® Metro and Stressless® Skyline completing the design look 

in your living room.

Visit stressless.com to see available modules and variants of our sofas.

Power your relaxation. 
Designed and built for comfort, the Stressless® Mary sofa has gentle curves and 

a generous look that never goes out of style. Its cushioning is extra supple and 

comfortable, offering a soft landing after a hard day. Stressless® Mary matches 

exquisitely with our Stressless® Mayfair recliner, which has been one of our 

best-selling recliners through the decades. The design match is completed by 

offering the same large range of leather, fabric and colours.
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Stressless® Mary shown in Paloma Rock.
Stressless® Style table.
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Stressless® Emily 3 seat with LongSeat
shown in Paloma Chestnut/Chrome.
Stressless® Tokyo with adjustable headrest
shown in Paloma Chestnut.
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Stressless® Emily wood
shown in Paloma Light Grey/Oak.

SOFA

Be embraced. 
Sleek lines with a modern and inviting look gives 

Stressless® Emily an embracing appearance.

With its streamlined silhouette it will blend in 

and fit any home and style. 

All seat modules come with an adjustable 

headrest, either with fixed seat-back or fitted 

with motors for personal adjusting of back and 

leg support. Choose between two slim armrests 

in either steel or wood. Stressless® Emily is 

complimented by Stressless® Tokyo and 

Stressless® View recliners.
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It’s time to create.
Visit your local retailer or explore our endless opportunities at 

Stressless.com. You can also download our Stressless @Home App 

and create your own favourite furniture.
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RECLINERS

Browse stressless.com and find your perfect recliner. If you are looking for a specific style 

you can choose between our six different base designs to explore the variant you prefer.

RECLINER FUNCTIONS

All our recliners have the unique Plus™ System and Glide™ system so you can lean back 

and get a comfortable reclining position in an effortless manner. If you want to add the 

BalanceAdapt™ system or choose an integrated LegComfort™ over a separate footstool, 

you will be able to filter these choices.

HIGH OR LOW BACK

Much of our chairs come with both a high back and a low back option. With Stressless®  

the choice is yours.

SOFAS

Customise your sofa to fit your living room. Choose between a wide variety of our sizes 

and modules.

Classic LegComfort™ Signature Star Alu leg
 

Office

D100 D200 D300 D400

SOFA FUNCTIONS

Choose the functionality that fits your needs. A fully reclining Plus™ System sofa, a tilting 

BalanceAdapt™ sofa or a sofa with ErgoAdapt™ system that gives you that little extra 

comfort for both sitting and lying down.

ARMRESTS

Some of our designs allow you to choose between different armrests, all of them have 

various options when it comes to material and shape of legs. Together with our leather 

and fabrics you will be able to design a sofa according to your personal taste.

DINING

Design your own dining chair by choosing between our many leg options in wood and 

steel. All of our dining chairs come with both high and low back, you can choose either 

one, or create your own mix. To make the dining area even more comfortable we have 

also designed Stressless® dining sofas.

Stressless® dining  
leg options
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All great choices, naturally. 
Being one of the world’s largest premium furniture manufacturers comes 

with responsibility. All our leather is manufactured in keeping with current 

laws and guidelines for animal welfare, health, safety and the environment. 

Here, we work alongside recognised international institutions to ensure that 

we are always up-to-date. 

Our inspectors also take part in the leather selection process from our chosen 

tanneries. We maintain the highest of standards here, so that you always make 

a  great choice – regardless of texture, softness, color and how you want the 

leather to look and feel. Today and tomorrow. For this, we offer many types 

of leather – from the most exclusive and delicate to the more robust quality. 
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Fabrics that stand
the test of time.
Fabric comes in a wide variety. It also comes down to personal choice. And in order 

for you to get exactly what you want, there are some choices to make: fabric, style, 

pattern, maintenance and how it will stand the test of time to name but a few.

Fabric is highly personal, but one thing is certain: nothing is left to chance in our 

textile collection. Before getting approved, each textile is put through some of the 

most rigorous quality tests in the industry. All textiles have to meet high demands of 

durability, light sensitivity, fire safety and environmental friendliness. Choose from 

a wide variety of colors and qualities, and find what goes with your interior style. 

Your Stressless® dealer will help you find your perfect fit.
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